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Delivery Approach – Establishment Resource Cadence

Q2 FY21/22 Q3 FY21/22 Q4 FY21/22

Tranche Sep Oct Dec Jan-Mar Apr-Jun

Pilot
(Tech only)

1 Business Analyst
1 Project Manager
1 Tester
1 Solution Architect
1 Security Architect

No Change No Change
Remove
1 Solution Architect
1 Security Architect

Closure

Foundation

1 Service Designer 
1 Service Analyst
1 Business Analyst
1 Scrum Master
1 PM (Contact Centre)

Add
1 Business Analyst
1 Change Manager
1 Change Analyst

Add
1 Solution Architect

Add
1 Security Architect
1 Tester

Remove
1 Service Designer
1 Service Analyst

No Change

Enhancement

1 Service Designer 
1 Service Analyst
2 Business Analyst
1 Scrum Master
1 Comms Lead
1 Comms Analyst

No change
Add
1 Solution Architect

Add
1 Tester
1 Change Manager
1 Change Analyst

Add
1 Change Analyst

Cross-
Programme

1 Programme 
Director
1 Programme 
Manager
1 PMO Manager
1 PMO 
Coordinator
1 Technology 
Lead

1 Business Lead
1 Policy Lead
1 SoS 
(Integration) 
Lead

Add
1 Cyber Lead

No change No change No change

The following is a sequence of resources to support immediate programme establishment for FY21/22. It highlights the Customs resources needed to 
design and manage the work, and assumes development effort already exists in-house or is managed through third parties and commissioned through a 
commercial construct. Where resources are the same colour, they are assumed to be shared across tranches
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Programme Establishment
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Programme Establishment - Outcomes

The mission of the programs need to be clearly defined and that for each workstream, Customs know how it will measure 
its success. At present, there are no outcomes defined and deliverables are an aggregation of technology changes without 
impacts defined. The programme appears to be struggling to isolate its contribution toward outcomes that are cross-
agency delivered and that they can only partially influence, or ‘facilitate’. 

Good outcomes for this programme will be influenced by a range of Government policy settings, that describe how the 
Government is intending to re-open borders, and should be combined with forecasts of passenger volumes, frequency and 
sequence by which access from certain countries will take precedence. These will have a set of action plans that have not 
yet been considered within the programme sequencing.

In order to understand the scale of the proposition for change, the high level relationships between different service 
components people, technology and processes needs to be depicted. This is essential for complex scenarios spanning many 
service-related offerings. This is a recommended approach to omni-channel experiences that involve multiple touchpoints, 
or require a cross-functional effort (that is, coordination of multiple departments, agencies and commercial entities).

It will help Customs and its stakeholders discover weaknesses and confirm the obstacles and pain-points in the service 
experience, and is the quickest path to the big picture and a map of dependencies, and identify opportunities for 
optimisation to support scale.

Elaborating the blueprints into scenarios and journeys is the simplest way to define priorities and thus puts the scope in 
place. At present the scope is developing through evolution rather than through clear design and iteration, and 
commencing scenario elaboration would allow a rapid path to a predictable roadmap.
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Programme Establishment - Governance Interactions
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Governance Ceremonies and Cadence

Daily Weekly Fortnightly Monthly

Reporting & 
Updates - • Status Update Report • Steering group packs • Programme board  reporting

Forums • Project stand-up: JIRA board 
review and progress

• SRO / Exec Update & Feedback • Risks & Issues Review
• Core-Agencies Stakeholder Group
• Steering Group
• Programme all-hands

• Programme Board

Purpose • To provides focus and awareness of 
outstanding tasks and issues, and ensure 
the correct connections are made to 
resolve blockers.

• Weekly connection to provide confidence 
in progress, provide advice and seek 
feedback on possible gaps or needs, 
discuss risks and mitigations, and review 
any steering updates ahead of sessions

• To monitor progress and likelihood of 
success within timeframes for this work. 
Raise and take cross-business actions for 
resolution.

• To direct the programme accordingly, as 
well as understand any strategic 
implications and the outcomes being 
pursued.

• To make decisions and provide both 
challenges and approvals on issues 
affecting the progress of the programme.

Value • Collaboration - more effective than 
forcing multi-parties to conform via a 
schedule or traditional control model

• Checking-in is quick, simple and reliable. 
Allows the programme to openly share 
challenges and sensitive information, 
encourages a problem-solving mindset 
and fosters a transparent partnership. 

Core-agencies stakeholder group
• Collaboration
• Provides the adhesive for the relationship 

between project, policy and other agencies
• Defines procedure for reporting status of 

the programme

• Collaboration
• Enabling teams to do the right thing
• Continuous monitoring for timely insight
• Interface and influencer across large 

Government programmes 
• Rapid decisions
• Provides the adhesive for the relationship 

between programme and governmentSteering Group
• These attendees provide support and 

guidance to the project to assist in 
escalation points, traceability, 
interdependencies and monitoring of 
progress

• A cross-Customs forum to monitor 
progress of interdependencies, and to 
highlight additional considerations and 
take cross-business actions.

Programme Establishment - Ceremonies
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Programme Establishment - Controls

Programme approach – the programme is currently technology centric as it is the most 
advanced. There needs to be a shift as to where it is service and design led to allow for 
greater focus on the path to target state operation. This will ensure a set of predictable 
transitional states can be developed and accepted, whilst the parallel interim and tactical 
solutions can be met. 

Capability - The programme is still mobilising and further work is required to get important 
foundational documents and processes in place. The programme needs to define and build 
the capabilities needed to support and deliver the transformation journey.

Scope – Whilst the end-state of the Digital Arrival Card is well understood, and has been 
informed well through reliable prototype-led thinking, there needs to a shift to design led to 
ensure the pain-points, common capability changes, and operational cost (people, time, 
experience) is well understood. This needs to take place across target-state and transitional 
states in order to understand the full transition from current to target states, and to 
continually assess risks against the business cases.

Engagement and Communications - Work is required to build engagement across the 
programme, the wider organisation to get buy-in from core-agencies. 

The 12 Elements of Successful Delivery methodology have been mapped against the current status of programme establishment and validated with 
team members. It is viewed from the perspective of business case approval and subsequently managing a programme of delivery under the governance 
of the gateway and better business case process. Four overarching themes have emerged:
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Financial management
The current projects that are in-flight are funded by existing approvals from the CFO.  No project delivery 
expenditure occurs without prior approval. 

Prior to each month end, a review of the work undertaken and actual costs incurred takes place.  Where 
work has been undertaken but not invoiced an accrual is created to ensure the correct month end 
financial position is recorded. Forecasts to the completion of each project are maintained monthly and 
monitored for variances to the approved budget. Where action is required this is discussed with business 
owners and appropriate action taken, including referral to SRO if required.

Quality management
Each project has a defined scope to deliver against.  The SRO has the responsibility to ensure that the 
quality of the deliverables is acceptable.

Programme Establishment - Controls Maintenance
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Risk and Issue management
On a weekly basis (or as otherwise agreed) the top risks and issues are reviewed in line with the programme 
RAID principles. The associated registers are updated accordingly and key risks and issues are placed in the 
deliver hub including mitigations and treatments. Risk management is a process of working with team 
members and stakeholders to manage, mitigate or avoid exposure to the organisation.  Where appropriate, 
risks or issues will be escalated, not just reported, using the Customs Risk Management Framework.   

Change control
Scope that has been agreed and approved by the Programme Board can only be changed by creation of a 
formal Change Request and approved by the appropriate governance forum.  

Project Change Requests (i.e. deviations from scope, budget, resources, costs) will be managed in alignment 
with Portfolio Tolerances and by using a formal change control process. 

The Business Owner, Sponsor, Programme Board will review any project changes and ensure that any 
changes to scope, costs, quality, schedule, benefits, resources will be managed and escalated to the 
appropriate level of governance accountability as per the (yet to be) agreed tolerances.
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Dependencies management
The project will track dependencies as part of project reporting and be reviewed weekly (or as otherwise 
agreed) at Programme Board meetings. 

Dependency tracking and reporting will capture: To (Outbound business/project), From (Inbound 
business/project), Dependency Owner, Dependency Description, Status, Status Commentary, Dependency 
Type (Workstream/Operational), Start and  End Date. 

Decision management
The key decisions relating to the Programme will be recorded in the Border Executive Board meeting 
minutes or the papers submitted and endorsed at that forum at the point meetings take place.

Document and approvals management
All key documents and approvals relating to the Programme will be recorded in the Programme Board 
meeting minutes or the papers submitted and endorsed at that forum. 

Documents and approvals will be stored in the Customs shared workspace using the Customs information 
management framework.   
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Ceremony Description Frequency

Deliverables Review A monthly review to review the Deliverables Register to validate current deliverables, timeframes and acceptance status. Monthly

Sprint planning sessions Session to identify team capacity and Definition of Done (DoD) with appropriate product team(s), including all roles. Fortnightly

Daily stand-up
20-30 minute sessions (irrespective of sprint duration) to speak about any blockers or impediments with complete Scrum team, 

including all roles.
Daily

Mission Control & Showcase (where 

appropriate)

45 minute session where the entire team and stakeholders share progress on current tasks, what is actively in flight and being worked 

on, any challenges encountered along the way and to keep teams on track. Acts as a localised decisions and control body to validate 

performance and status and to inform senior stakeholders.

Fortnightly

Sprint review sessions
Engage in feedback with complete Scrum team, including all roles, plus any other stakeholders who are interested in the project 

success. To provide demos of working solutions and outputs, if planned as part of sprint objective
Fortnightly 

Sprint retrospective meeting

To brainstorm and agree on what is and is not working with the complete Scrum team, including all roles (product owners are 

optional)

1.5 hours for two-week sprint, 3 hours for a four-week sprint, proportionately longer/shorter relative to sprint duration. 

Sprint duration dependent

All-Hands Stand-up
Weekly 15 minute all-hands (entire delivery tribe) session, to provide brief clarity and direction of approach, content, changes and 

news. To keep all resources informed and aligned.
Weekly

Backlog refinement sessions
Product owner and selected team members review Iteration (increment) backlog to ensure it only contains the appropriate prioritised 

items, and that the items at the top of the backlog are ready for delivery or prepared for release.
On-going (and on-demand)

Backlog Iteration (increment planning)
Ceremony where all team members determine how much of the Team Backlog they can commit to delivering during an upcoming 

Iteration which are then summarised as set of committed Iteration Goals
Quarterly
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Traveller Health Declaration System
Summary of the financial model

18 August 2021

Appendix 7 - Summary of the financial model
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